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Summary

• A research project to discover the values given to and the 
techniques involved in drum tuning

– Music producers 
– Professional musicians
– Tutors
– Drum technicians
– Novice musicians

• Developing a quantitative understanding of popular drum tuning
– Looking at objective methods for documented techniques
– Tuning to particular musical frequencies
– Opportunities for benchmarking and repeatability



Drum tuning in music production

• The importance of a drum sound for the specific music genre

• Drum setup can take 15-25% of the session?

• ‘Right first time’ recording

• Revisiting/replicating drum sounds

• Personal benchmarks

• An indication that studio engineers and producers would embrace technical 
assistance in drum tuning



The performer’s perspective

• Professional musicians

– Have the ability to tune by ear to a desired sound
– No guarantee of ability to perform exact repetition
– Some desire to tune to specific musical frequencies
– Sometimes disagree with the producer on drum setups

• Novice musicians

– Drum tuning is a considerable challenge
– No quantified education methods
– Would embrace the ability to tune their kit to a particular genre or to replicate the 

sound of a favourite musician
– Often uncomfortable with advanced technology and engineering terminology



Quantitative analysis of drum tuning methods

• Understanding the acoustics of a drum response

• Achieving a uniform pitch across the drumhead

• Tuning the pitch of the drums in a drum set

• Attack and decay profiles



Centre impact and response

Edge impact and response

F0

F1



F0 = D3 = 146.8 Hz F1 = A3 = 220 Hz



Achieving a uniform pitch across the drumhead

Uniform

Not uniform



snare → 12” tom → 13” tom → 16” floor tom → 20“ kick drum
=

G3 → D3 → B2 → G2 → E2

Tuning the pitch of the drums in a drum set



Analysing the decay profile of a drum setup



Analysing the decay profile 
of a drum setup



Conclusions

• Drum tuning is a valuable, personal and regularly practiced process

• This is often a critical process in studio production

• No quantified method has previously been documented, so drum 
tuning has become a ‘black-art’ process

• Quantitative analysis has been described, which could assist with:
– increased musical precision
– benchmarking for music genres
– repeatability of setups
– drum tuning education
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